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Changing to the International Society of Beverage Technologist (ISBT) 

1997 - Present 

“A Society of Individuals” 

The Society of Soft Drink Technologist (SSDT) was founded to primarily support the carbonated soft drink (CSD) industry, 

and its membership was almost all U.S.-based. 

By the late 1990s, the industry had greatly changed.  Coca-Cola and Pepsi had launched juice-based products (Minute 

Maid Soda and Slice) and nectars.  These so-called “New Age Beverages” were growing in popularity, led by Clearly 

Canadian, Sobe, and Snapple. Their name implied that they were healthier, had added nutritional value, and that 

somehow, clear products were better.  Coca-Cola and Pepsi jumped on the “clear” band wagon and introduced Tab Clear 

and Crystal Pepsi, but both had a short life.  Beer even got into the game with Zima. This growth prompted the SSDT to 

create the Non-Traditional Beverage Technical Committee, the beginning of the move from being heavily based on CSDs. 

Products of ready-to-serve (RTS) tea and coffee were offered by the major brands.  Pepsi added Tropicana and Gatorade 

to their portfolio in order to have a complete beverage line.  Bottled water sales were on the rise, leading to the production 

of many flavored and enhanced versions.  The “cola wars” evolved into the “juice wars” between Tropicana and Coca-

Cola’s Minute Maid/Simply Orange brands.  Wine coolers were extremely popular and shared flavoring ingredients, 

beverage gases, and packaging needs with soft drinks. 

These new beverages required different technologies.  Packaging had moved away from traditional returnable glass and 

2L PET became the most common package.  Processing could include hot fill, high temperature/short time (HTST) flash 

pasteurization, tunnel pasteurization, and retorting.  The development of nitrogen injection in 1983 led to the ability to 

package non-carbonated beverages in light-weight aluminum cans, which saw rapid growth in the 1980s and 

1990s.  Water standards were becoming difficult to meet with the traditional flocculation systems, and UV 

disinfection devices were being added.  New sizes, shapes, and types of packaging materials came into play.  

To meet the growing demand of bottled water in the U.S., Pepsi launched Aquafina and Coke followed with 

Dasani. Pepsi also joined forces with Lipton to bottle tea.  These types of products needed improved purified water, 

introducing the use of RO systems in beverage production. 

European equipment suppliers were becoming more common in the U.S., with Krones, H&K, Kettner, and Simonazzi as 

the major players. U.S. technologists were receiving more global assignments and international technologists were 

working more in the U.S., and the SSDT created alliances with European, United Kingdom, and Canadian organizations. 

In 1954, the average high speed beverage filling line ran at 350 bpm with a 7-person crew.  By 1998, speed had 

increased to 1,000 bpm with a 4-person crew.  The automation and technology on the plant floor had greatly increased, 

and the SKU (stock keeping unit) mix grew rapidly. 

Recognizing these developments in the industry, the SSDT changed its name in 1997 to the International Society of 

Beverage Technologist (ISBT). There are 25 current ISBT members who were originally members of the SSDT. 

Since the 1997 switch to “ISBT”, 436 “papers” have been presented at morning sessions of 

BevTech.  Add this to the 650 presentations during the SSDT years to reach an impressive 

total of 1,086 papers!  (And this doesn’t include those from the Technical Committee 

meetings and the Regional BevTechs!) 

In 1999, the “Annual Meeting” was formally re-named “BevTech” to better acknowledge the technical content of these 

conference and Technical Committee presentations. 



                                                                                                                       
In 2000, Elizabeth McLeod became the third Executive Director of the Society. She introduced many of the practices used 

today – budgeting that included detailed BevTech expenses, audits, an ISBT website, CD recordings of BevTech 

proceedings, and more. Most notably, her budget tracking improvements allowed for free drinks at BevTech’s Wednesday 

night event, replacing the custom of purchasing drink tickets! 

ISBT’s Technical Committees (TC) also adapted to emerging trends.  The Production TC became the Supply Chain TC, 

and later merged with the Non-Traditional TC to become the Beverage Operations and Processing Committee.  Sugar/ 

Sucrose was originally its own TC, but with the addition of HFCS, “natural options”, and high potency sweeteners, became 

the Sweetener TC.  In the 1970s, when screw-on caps became the norm, the Bottle and Closure TC began work on roll-

on-pilfer-proof (ROPP) closures. 

Larry Hobbs became the fourth Executive Director in 2007, and led the Society’s growth toward more international 

membership. The Society reached out to China and Middle Eastern beverage groups; Larry and Kevin Doyle held the 

Society’s first focused strategic planning meeting, leading to a current practice of defining the key goals of the Society for 

the next 5-year period. 

In 2022, the Society’s members represented 399 beverage industry companies, universities, and other technical societies.  

Membership includes many industry leaders, with almost 40% of the members having a title of Director or higher. 

From the original 47, peak membership reached 1,000. While most members are 

U.S.- based and BevTech has traditionally been held in the U.S., non-U.S. 

membership has grown to include 43 countries. The current breakdown is: 

• 70%: U.S. (73% of these are east of the Mississippi River!) 

• 14%: European 

• 6%: Canadian 

• 6%: Central America / Mexico / South America 

• 4%: Asia Pacific, Middle East, India, and Africa 

Regional meetings (now known as regional BevTechs) were initiated for the purpose of focusing discussions and 

presentations on regional issues and technologies: 

• 1982: The Puerto Rico Chapter of the SSDT held the first regional meeting. 

• 1999: Latin America was host to a series of seminars tied to water treatment and other subjects. This was later 

called the “Mexico City Satellite Meeting”, and its first formal meeting as a regional “BevTech” was in 2011. 

• 2001: The first “ISBT Toronto Regional Meeting” was held and later renamed “BevTech Canada”. 

• 2006: The initial “European Regional Meeting” was held on Feb 23, 2006. 

• 2020: BevTech India was located in Mumbai. 

• 2021: BevTech Asia Pacific was launched. 

The ISBT has always listed education as a core tenet and, along with the transfer of 

knowledge at BevTech and Technical Committee sessions, the Society produces seminars on 

timely subjects.  In 2015, the ISBT created the position of Director of Education, selecting Sally 

Potter to design the Beverage Institute and begin developing courses on beverage technologies. 

In 1997, the Circle of Honor Award was created and presented to Harry Korab and Charles Scruggs. Charles was like 

an assistant to all Executive Directors, especially at BevTech and InterBev shows. He was the very first officer to work a 

conference registration desk and helped get this process started. He was also the historian of the Society. Charles was 

always there, always available, and always willing to help. He was a huge supporter of SSDT/ISBT and all of its policies.  

He is a Past President and was Chair of the Can and End Technical Committee. 

Since its founding, the SSDT / ISBT has had 5 Executive Directors: Harry Korab, Tony Meushaw, Elizabeth McLeod, 

Larry Hobbs, and Brian Stegman, our current Executive Director.  

The Society has many long-term members, 15 of them members for over 32 years. 7% of the Society have been 

members for over 20 years. 

BevTech, in the past 25 years, has been hosted in 14 cities, including 6 times in Ft. Lauderdale; 11 have been in Florida. 

The beverage industry is now more diverse than ever, and the ISBT is a key member of the industry, continuing to bring 

the original goals of the SSDT to the industry of common processes, procedures, and vocabulary.   



                                                                                                                       

• Interested in the Beverage Industry? 

o Join the ISBT! 

o Interest in learning more about beverage technology, take a course at the Beverage Institute. 

https://www.isbt.com/
https://www.isbt.com/isbt-beverage-institute.asp

